
Discussion 
Agenda

• Framing the Discussion
• The Macro Picture

• A Human Capital Agenda
• Opportunity Spotting (as well as some along the way….)
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Understanding the duration and scope of the Pandemic is critical to business decisions. The December Survey underscored the level of uncertainty around duration. If it’s a quick reversion to the old normal threats and opportunities are small – so you ride out the stormIf it is a generational event, like the Spanish Flu, threats and opportunities are existential. Early movers like the auto insurance and the credit union industries – saw opportunities and moved on them.Both took very customer focused steps to reduce the customers costs. The vaccine impacts the duration, and so does the magnitude of the change – and we’ll get into some of that. As we go thru the presentation – remember the “Devil is in the Details” We’ve included numerous links in the presentation that get to relevant information, We’ve also selected slides for the full deck to work with here, but we’ll include them in the deck we send outOur  objective here is to generate an informed discussion – so feel free to ask questions or contribute insights for others. 



People 
overweight most 
what they know 
best

• Financial World focus is on Financial Capital

• Medical World focus is on Human Capital
• An Economy needs both
• A Company needs both
• A Client needs both
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People overweight what they know – but they need both Health & Wealth do make anything happen



Discussion Questions: Links in the same chain

• What Can Firms Do?

• What Can Advisors Do?

•What Do People Want?
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What Can Firms Do? – Create products to weave into solutionsBoth Manufacturers and DistributorsAble to amplify their voice at a national level, either through associations or because of size and cloutListen closely to end customers and the advisors/employees closest to themWhat Can Advisors Do? Listen to customers and help them use solutionsAdvisors, RIAs, AgentsAmplify to ManufacturersListen to Clients What Do People Want? Have problems and want solutionsSelfFamilyHealthWealth



What People Say Is Important To Them
BUT: Remember Topping All Lists Is Simplicity
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Pew Research Center
Jan 
2019 Jan 2021 Change

Dealing with coronavirus outbreak NA 78%
Improving political system NA 62%
Strengthen the economy 70% 80% 10%
Reducing healthcare costs 69% 58% -11%
Defending against terrorism 67% 63% -4%
Securing Social Security 67% 54% -13%
Medicare 67% NA
Dealing with problems of poor people 60% 53% -7%
Improving education 58% 53% -5%
Environment 56% NA
Dealing with immigration 51% 39% -12%
Improving job situation 50% 57% 7%
Reducing crime 50% 47% -3%

Ranked over 50% in either year Dropped from sight
Pew Research Center Jan 2019 Jan 2021 Change
Dealing with drug addiction 49% 28% -21%
Reducing budget deficit 48% 42% -6%
Addressing issues around race 46% 49% 3%
Addressing criminal justice system NA 46%
Improving transportation 45% 32% -13%
Military 45% NA
Dealing with climate change 44% 38% -6%
Dealing with global trade 39% 32% -7%

Health and its ripples are clearly top of mind
Make it simple to understand and act on 
solutions will differentiate like never before!
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Read Blue BoxesFind out what they need – whether they are aware or notFigure out how to help solve itMake it simple to understandMake it easy to implement.



The
Advisors’

Eco-Systems 
and Reality

Are Changing

• The Death of a (Whole) Salesman

The challenge is no longer sales but rather connecting advisors to that 
content when they want it and where they are. 

• What Triggers the Affluent to Replace Their Advisor

Search for a replacement happens when the perception that their 
current advisor was not equipped to handle the complexity of their  
affairs.

• Dan Ariely on Post-pandemic Financial Planning

Risk profile questionnaires are flawed and done to satisfy regulators. 
“People don’t take risk with money rather they take risk with things,”

• Advisors can help clients manage their human capital

My responsibility to help clients maximize their human capital and plan 
for it so that its transition into financial capital is optimized.
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Wholesalers – Technology enabled it, Covid was the coupe de grasAffluent (and anyone else) replaces someone if it’s too complex for them to handle – Covid clarified that financial consequences of health are complex?Dan Ariely on Post-pandemic Financial Planning – People don’t take risk with money rather they take risk with things – Covid showed the most important thing is your Health and  CareAdvisors can help clients manage their human capital - Health induced job loss can be devastating, normally people network in person to find another, Covid cut that off. 

https://www.wealthmanagement.com/marketing/death-whole-salesman?NL=WM-05&Issue=WM-05_20210211_WM-05_488&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_2&utm_rid=CPG09000063843938&utm_campaign=31235&utm_medium=email&elq2=b7976a64e17942a8a709183b52365812&oly_enc_id=
https://www.wealthmanagement.com/prospecting/what-triggers-affluent-replace-their-advisor?NL=WM-05&Issue=WM-05_20180503_WM-05_462&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPG09000005706043&utm_campaign=13882&utm_medium=email&elq2=ba829ee98e2d48498bb0a295377de4ca
https://www.advisorperspectives.com/articles/2021/01/18/dan-ariely-on-post-pandemic-financial-planning?bt_ee=mqN5wc1P7E%2BfBEKLvXVdHFTUyX9leNsDENkC5l6vsAr1R%2B5UujVzXbbKDfxYhD6b&bt_ts=1612004582709
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/23/op-ed-advisors-can-help-clients-manage-their-human-capital.html


The “Macro” 
Picture

• Industries are dying and morphing fast

• Management Style at the top changed

• Digital opportunity & challenges everywhere 

• There are two gaping  problem sets:  
• Human Capital
• Financial Capital
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We’ll step through this quickly



Change Is Large – Covid is the Catalyst
7

Fundamental Change in 
Everything

Not Since WWII – with $4T 
Gov’t Bridge Financing

Unemployment peak – 14.7%
Underemployment peak – 22.8%
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Three storiesRestructuring and change – both fundamental and fast – is it months, years, decades, generations, all of them? – telehealth, to zoom, to cars and real estate purchases onlineBridging has meant aggressive movesMore liquidity: Short term pop in savings, stimulus, forgone discretionary spending, credit line drawdowns, additional Fed liquidityMore Debt: increases at all levels, National, Consumer, Municipal, Corporate, Student – at lower and lower qualityA large labor market problem – Short term Un-employment, Under-employment, and hidden “left the labor pool” employment Forced retirements, furloughs, Mismatches, Caregiving displacement, interrupted education



Single-Payer Healthcare Interactive Financing Tool
(We already have one – it’s our economy)
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SHIFT
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This is an “segue slide”Single Payer already exists – it’s our economy!! The questions are how to deliver it, pay for it, and incent itIt is complex with many variables – and difficult to understand the trade-offsThis is a good (but imperfect) tool to game out the consequences of different actions  - advisor and or clients might find helpful.Set variables for payments for hospitals, physicians, drugs and enter assumptions for overhead and fraudSet coverage for uninsured and underinsuredRaise revenue from a myriad of options

http://shift.cidma.us/


Change in 
Administration:

Management 
philosophy, 

(not the policy part).

The difference 
is the timeline!

• Distributed
• Consensus & Delegate 
• Collaborative Style
• Quality of Life Metrics
• Benefit: Durability & Scale
• High Risk: Gridlock
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Investment Management 
Model

Medical Practice Management 
Model

• Centralized
• Command & Control
• Transactional Style
• Financial, Market Metrics
• Benefit: Speed
• High Risk: Wrong decision
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One style suited to portfolio management (think Financial Capital) the other suited to medical practices (think Human Capital)One style is well suited when:  The objective is clear, agreed and limited to single objective, and there is an end-gameClear chain of command, transactions and assets are traded to gain better assets. Metrics are simple maximize performance relative to all competitors.The other style is well suited when: There is a complex set of problems, with an unknown range interdependent variables, and no end-game, just continual  improvement. Numerous SMEs with different skills and perspectives are necessaryUncovering best paths to solutions and bringing best practices to bear in implementing them



Digital – An Enabler of Good or Evil?
Every Product and Service Must Weigh It!
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1. Feasibility to integrate troves of medical data into data warehouses?
a) Upside: Good for population trials, speeding clinical trials, integrating records across all 

medical touchpoints
b) Downside: Higher potential to move, access, or hack for insurance underwriting, employer 

screening, civil or criminal scrutiny, or fraud and ransom
2. New, higher levels of transparency?

a) Upside:  Metrics of quality, price, quantity, durability et.al. Assemble data to compare, share, 
(peer) review. Communicate new stains, best practices, results.

b) Downside: Ownership, quality, privacy.
c) Toss-Up: Competitive moats built and destroyed

3. Frictionless transactions enable speed and scale
a) Upside: Speed, reduced cost, additional scale, higher productivity
b) Downside: Too easy, too little time to evaluate, too much amplification, less context and 

vetting
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It can work for or against a client or a patient.Troves of data are good for research – but in a temptingly accessible placeTransparency is great for comparisons and communication – but who owns the data and what’s the motivationFrictionless is good – but not when people place orders for GameStop on Robin Hood using a cell phone over cocktails based on a reddit threadHave review because its all changing fast

https://www.wsj.com/articles/major-hospitals-form-company-to-capitalize-on-their-troves-of-health-data-11613052000?mod=searchresults_pos1&page=1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-much-does-a-c-section-cost-at-one-hospital-anywhere-from-6-241-to-60-584-11613051137?mod=searchresults_pos2&page=1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/23andme-to-go-public-with-richard-branson-backed-spac-11612450687?mod=searchresults_pos2&page=1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/gamestop-investors-who-bet-bigand-lost-big-11613385002?mod=searchresults_pos1&page=1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebooks-oversight-board-overturns-some-content-decisions-in-first-rulings-11611849906?mod=searchresults_pos4&page=1


A Human Capital 
Agenda

• Biden “Healthcare Blueprint” 
• On the Campaign Trail
• Year End Covid-19 Relief Bill
• Biden Actions
• 2021 Stimulus & COVID-19 Relief Bill
• Funding Social Security & Medicare
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Over the last 12+ months the Blue-Print for Human Capital changed radicallyIt’s not just medical or financial – it is political and national – because it takes everyone to tackle Covid and everyone is impacted by CovidWhat follows are selected slides from the full deck, They follow a timeline that started on Biden’s plans on the campaign trail into 2021We’d encourage you to review the full deck and use the links to tap into more information and ideas.



“Human Capital” 
is core at the 

“Biden Agenda”

(But It’s  not just 
a Liberal thing)

• The “Covid Liability Question” was settled in Georgia, more 
will revert to the Pre-Trump status quo

• Covid is driving ACA Expansion, Public Options

• Antitrust and Pharma Costs are bipartisan

• Student Loan modifications, FAFSA Changes 

• Birth rates in the US decline to lowest level in 35 years, 
and the Romney Plan addresses it

• Wall Street and Washington have just aligned on a green 
agenda – i.e. Existential Health

• Biden places environmental justice at center of climate 
plan – i.e. the Fence line families, pollution and disease.

• 4 Ways a Biden Administration Could Affect Senior 
Housing Businesses – i.e. children and seniors
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All but those in BROWN directly impact senior health care and its delivery systems Human Capital is at core of Biden agenda – but he doesn’t own it, There are others involved too,Pharma is a Bipartisan issue, the Romney plan is about Birthrates, Larry Fink connects health and the environment on which health depends.Bidens approach cuts across government silos to get everyone on the same page for key priorities.

https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/legal-and-compliance/employment-law/Pages/Will-Businesses-Get-Immunity-from-Coronavirus-Lawsuits.aspx?utm_source=marketo&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=editorial%7EHR%20Week%7ENL_2020-5-18_HR-Week&linktext=Will-Businesses-Receive-Immunity-from-Coronavirus-Lawsuits&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTjJSak5HVmhOREl4TmpreiIsInQiOiJEazYyQUwrSFlIS3JaNVR3NE1wXC8xckRucml6OTJadHZlQkEyeUhYUHhiQnRtbHR4dzZwMUJ5SHYyTlNmZW81dkxTUlJsemhvdDZDTHBGUEhpWEdCVzZZMGo2XC9PSllGb3ViUkdKSG9Ea3p3NFBMMWhCTjdZQ09DZkF5RzBEdE51In0%3D
https://porter.house.gov/uploadedfiles/final_pharma_ma_and_innovation_report_january_2021.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/student-loan-losses-seen-costing-u-s-more-than-400-billion-11605963600?page=1
https://www.wealthmanagement.com/college-planning/financial-aid-changes-looming-future?NL=WM-27&Issue=WM-27_20210211_WM-27_224&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPG09000063843938&utm_campaign=31243&utm_medium=email&elq2=3b67c5c08abb4ed0b388e6632a7d1c56&oly_enc_id=
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/06/opinion/sunday/mitt-romney-family-plan.html
https://link.mail.bloombergbusiness.com/click/22802831.34274/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYmxvb21iZXJnLmNvbS9uZXdzL2FydGljbGVzLzIwMjEtMDEtMjYvYmxhY2tyb2NrLXMtZmluay11cmdlcy1idXNpbmVzcy1sZWFkZXJzLXRvLXN0ZXAtdXAtY2xpbWF0ZS1nb2Fscz9jbXBpZD1CQkQwMTMwMjFfTkVGJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJnV0bV90ZXJtPTIxMDEzMCZ1dG1fY2FtcGFpZ249bmVm/5eed1da2be7fd663c367bc60B93f30328
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2021/01/26/biden-environmental-justice-climate/
https://seniorhousingnews.com/2020/11/08/4-ways-a-biden-administration-could-affect-senior-housing-businesses/


Health Plan Objectives:

• Public option like Medicare, offered through the ACA – reduce cost 
with negotiation, better coordination, and primary care coverage.

• Relief for small businesses that can’t compete with large employers 
on health costs

• Open the option to employees whose employer plan isn’t as good.

• Help middle class families afford care, (Cliff Fix and Family Fix)

• Provide an option across all states including 14 that didn’t expand 
Medicaid.

• Stop Surprise Billing (partially done last December).

• Tackle concentration across the Pharma and Healthcare systems.

• Lower costs, improve outcomes, and raise wages by partnering with 
home care workers and others.

• Help Americans pay for long-term care by creating a tax credit for 
informal and family caregivers

Biden “Healthcare Blueprint”
Outlined on Campaign Trail

The Democratic Platform

13

Suite of products & services tailored 
for small/sole proprietors, gig workers, 
or teamwork where labor mobility is 
key?

Several items in support of Seniors 
and those who care for them.
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Embedded in the blueprint are several items that impact labor mobility (in Green) and Senior Care (in Brown). They represent a reversal of a long running political effort to undercut the ACA, and instead attempt to fix it.Covid underscored why a change to our approach to health must change.

https://joebiden.com/healthcare/
https://democrats.org/where-we-stand/party-platform/achieving-universal-affordable-quality-health-care/


Equity, Rights, and Freedom Objectives:

• access to free preventive care, including contraception

• Reverse regression on women’s right to choose.

• Rescind the Mexico City Policy, also referred to as the global 
gag rule (Done by EO on Jan 28, 2021)

• Reduce  highest maternal mortality rate among developed 
countries, specifically impacting people of color

• Defending health care protections for all, regardless of gender, 
gender identity, or sexual orientation

• Achieving mental health parity and expanding access to 
mental health care.

Biden “Healthcare Blueprint”
Outlined on Campaign Trail

The Democratic Platform

14

Health Parity 
is the key to address the 

“Social Determinants of Health” 
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There is a great deal of momentum behind the “Social Determinants of Health”.Achieving Health Parity is at the core of it.Covid demonstrated powerfully the “It’s all connected” When a virus reaches Community Spread – anyone in the community is a target, regardless of wealth.The wider the community spread is, the more variants will develop to counter treatment and vaccination measures.It’s has only one mission - spread

https://www.healthcare.gov/coverage/birth-control-benefits/
https://www.plannedparenthoodaction.org/issues/abortion/trap-laws
https://www.kff.org/global-health-policy/fact-sheet/mexico-city-policy-explainer/
https://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lancet/PIIS0140-6736(16)31470-2.pdf
https://joebiden.com/healthcare/
https://democrats.org/where-we-stand/party-platform/achieving-universal-affordable-quality-health-care/


Myriad Tax Clarifications – on top of the CARES 
Act and IRS rules

• Clarifies deductibility of PPP funds, group health plan expenses 
are wages, etc.

• Includes Educator expenses, Money Purchase Pension Plans, 
etc.

• Extensions for Payroll Tax payments, FSA rollovers, etc.
• Permanent reduction of the Medical Expense deduction floor 

at 7.5%
• Minimum interest rate for certain life insurance contracts
• 5 Year extensions of employer credit for paid family/medical 

leave

Year End Covid-19 Relief Bill
Tax Clarifications

Covid put the entire Tax Code in 
motion with the CARES Act.

Advisors need a Tax Resource 
more now than ever. 
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This is a limited list of a few selected ‘health connected’ tax change consequences of actions last year. There is already a plethora of tax adjustments and IRS clarifications to deal this year,It is a quagmire that will get worse before it gets better.

https://www.journalofaccountancy.com/news/2020/dec/tax-provisions-in-covid-19-relief-bill-ppp-and-business-meal-deductibility.html


Executive Orders Strengthening Americans’ Access to 
Quality, Affordable Health Care.

• Direct HHS to reopen the ACA for a special open enrollment 
period. (The prior Administration refused to, despite the 
normal OEP ended just as Covid was started.)

• Directed Agencies to re-examine:
• Polices undermining people with pre-existing conditions
• Demonstrations and waiver that reduce coverage, including 

work requirements
• Undermine the ACA or other Health markets 
• Policies the increase the difficulty of enrolling in Medicaid and 

the ACA
• Policies that reduce affordability or assistance including for 

dependents

• Presidential Memorandum to protect and expand access to 
comprehensive reproductive health care.

Biden Actions
Executive Orders

Using the “Covid Accelerator”
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Kaiser estimates that 9MM may enroll All but one state marketplace already did an SOEP for Covid

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/01/28/hhs-announces-marketplace-special-enrollment-period-for-covid-19-public-health-emergency.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/01/28/fact-sheet-president-biden-to-sign-executive-orders-strengthening-americans-access-to-quality-affordable-health-care/


• National Strategy for the Covid-19 Response and Pandemic 
Preparedness (200pp comprehensive strategy with 7 Goals)

• Organizing and Mobilizing the United States Government to 
Provide a Unified and Effective Response.

• Economic Relief Related to the COVID-19 Pandemic.

• Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad.

• Establishing the COVID-19 Pandemic Testing Board and 
Ensuring a Sustainable Public Health Workforce, likely reversing 
Trump guidance that insurers and employers need not pay for 
testing.

• A regulatory freeze memo that halts the publication of any 
pending rules until there is time for additional review. Several 
HHS rules will be affected by the freeze policy, including 
the partial final payment rule for 2022 which provided a 
migration path out of the ACA if finalized.

Biden Actions
Using the “Covid Accelerator”

7 Strategic Goals:
• Restore trust
• Safe vaccine campaign
• Mitigate spread
• Expand relief and use DPA
• Reopen schools, business, travel safely
• Protect most at risk
• Restore US leadership globally for 

better preparedness
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/National-Strategy-for-the-COVID-19-Response-and-Pandemic-Preparedness.pdf
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-organizing-and-mobilizing-united-states-government-to-provide-unified-and-effective-response-to-combat-covid-19-and-to-provide-united-states-leadership-on-global-health-and-security/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/22/executive-order-economic-relief-related-to-the-covid-19-pandemic/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-on-tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/21/executive-order-establishing-the-covid-19-pandemic-testing-board-and-ensuring-a-sustainable-public-health-workforce-for-covid-19-and-other-biological-threats/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/regulatory-freeze-pending-review/
https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hblog20210115.908555/full/


First major proposal to expand ACA subsidies in 
over a decade
• Fully subsidize ACA coverage for Americans who earn up to 150 

percent of the federal poverty level, and those on unemployment 
insurance.

• ACA is  more affordable for the middle class. The 400% of the federal 
poverty level cap is removed so that everyone is eligible for subsidies 
for ACA marketplace plans, (Cliff Fix)

• Lower the cap on premium costs to 8.5% of income. (High income 
people are effectively under that cap from the start) (Family Fix)

• The subsidies increase for two years, with the expectation they will be 
continued.

• Cover 85 percent of private pay premiums for COBRA continuation 
coverage through late September, according to a provision.

2021 Stimulus & COVID-
19 Relief Bill:
Legislative down payment

https://zoom.us/j/94183996398?pwd=bkJNdVN
OTnF3aE9XMFVYejRTZVpVZz09

The Cliff/Family Fixes and a COLA 
pegged to the Gold Plan raises the 
potential of a competitive, portable 
health plan.

18
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First major change to ACA in a Decade – working on “fixes” instead of destructionCompanies may to exit the health plan business and opt to:Cut their benefits spend Upgrade their other benefitsThat may well be a game changer for small businesses 

https://www.politico.com/news/2021/02/08/obamacare-expansion-467776
https://waysandmeans.house.gov/sites/democrats.waysandmeans.house.gov/files/documents/6.%20COBRA%20SxS.pdf


Social Security
• Increase the amount of income subject to the split 12.2% 

tax from $142.6K to $400K, extending the Trust Fund’s life 
from 2034 to 2040.

• Benefit change to credit people for time out of the 
workforce giving care.

• Create a form of longevity insurance for older 
beneficiaries who out live savings, phasing in after 20 year 
and up to 5%

• Switch the COLA to the more suited CPI-E (elderly)

• More potential protection for a surviving spouse.

Funding Social Security & 
Medicare
• 6 Social Security fixes that 

should be on Bidens agenda

19

Social Security “start date” modeling would 
change – a lot:
• Longevity bonus, COLA, Caregiver credit 

and surviving spouse protection
• Early Medicare changes the potential 

start date
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Social Security and Medicare need funding – and there is a “stake in the ground”The next two slides go together

https://www.wealthmanagement.com/retirement-planning/biden-s-plan-social-security-and-medicare?NL=WM-27&Issue=WM-27_20210121_WM-27_90&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPG09000063843938&utm_campaign=30956&utm_medium=email&elq2=307caf82e0934b248f7f7046540ca568&oly_enc_id=
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-column-miller-biden-idUSKBN28R2X6


Medicare
• Part A Hospitalization – funded currently by 2.9% split 

payroll tax. In imminent need of more funding. Likely 
requires a legislative action to reduce hospital payments 
or raise the tax.  

• Part B Outpatient & D – are financed out of general 
revenues and premiums and adjusted annually,  therefore 
don’t face a “solvency” issue. 

• Medicare Expansion - Drop the start age to 60. (A group 
with a low uninsured rate, thereby muting the impact, but 
also increasing the Part A expense).  

Funding Social Security & 
Medicare
• 6 Social Security fixes that 

should be on Bidens agenda

20

Medicare “early start date” could 
significantly reduce dependence on 
employer plans for older worker 
who choose to move to their “next 
stage” earlier. 

20
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https://www.wealthmanagement.com/retirement-planning/biden-s-plan-social-security-and-medicare?NL=WM-27&Issue=WM-27_20210121_WM-27_90&sfvc4enews=42&cl=article_1_b&utm_rid=CPG09000063843938&utm_campaign=30956&utm_medium=email&elq2=307caf82e0934b248f7f7046540ca568&oly_enc_id=
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-column-miller-biden-idUSKBN28R2X6


Opportunity 
Spotting
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Other 
Opportunities?

• LTC Partnership Plans – reinsurance of a sort is forming. 
• HSA vs FSA and building from a transaction account base 
• Mortgage refi, HELOCs - and usually a large asset
• Privately Placed Insurance Contracts – new interest rate 

assumption enables sheltering more premium
• Sourcing complimentary skill sets in accounting, insurance, et. al. 

with specialized health and/or medical expertise. 
• Sourcing plug and play tools and/or products from the health 

sphere
• Upgrades to calculators and planning software to reflect new 

realities.
• Partnering with fitness, wellness, telehealth, more?
• Bundling ESG investment marketing with health and care 

research, services, or products (Biden agenda plays to the theme)
• Menus of health/medical/wellness services for advisors to plug 

and play easily with their practice

22
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We’d like to open the discussion. This is an incomplete list of possibilities.We have a few examples we can revert to get started, But would prefer to get your direction about what you’d like to discuss first.



Disability Plans in the Covid Spotlight

• Retirement Plans are not secure
• CARES Act enabled greater access to an IRA or 401(k) 

for a Covid related event, but may undermine them
• Is a better solution Disability Insurance
• Not all employers offer integrated plans
• Not all contractors have them
• Not all sole proprietors have plans

23

Do advisors discuss integration or offer a benefits checkup?
Do firms offer resources to help them?
Do either know where they can go for help?
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https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/cares-act-early-retirement-withdrawal/
https://www.benefitnews.com/opinion/how-employee-health-benefits-impact-retirement-savings?position=editorial_4&campaignname=EBN%20Wellness-05282020&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=EBN_Weekly_Wellness%2B%27-%27%2B05282020&bt_ee=eix%2BsZObPtlRPNmqERKV8ldDeGbGxKPfBRwMXRyr2v4QKOeBEFVioI8BtsYwitHu&bt_ts=1590681663280


• Employer face several of conundrums
• Default health plan provider of the majority of Americans
• Face increasing costs and complexity
• The benefit is two-edged, they want it to compete, but when employees 

share costs for a benefit, they don’t understand it often backfires 
• The older their workforce the more problematic it

• Employees face several conundrums too!
• They are tethered to an employer by a health plan, decreasing their mobility
• They often are restricted by too few choices or overwhelmed by too many
• Layoffs can be devastating as Covid has demonstrated 

• Labor force impacts:
• ACA affordability for middle income workers provides career flexibility.
• Subsidizing all low-income workers expands the available labor where small 

businesses can compete. 
• Lowering Medicare eligibility age increases retirement planning and/or next 

career planning flexibility.
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Employer Based Plans
• Is there a timeline?
• If so, what is it?
• Are you there already?
• Who will go first?
• What would you lead with?
• What products or service 

would firms want if they 
opt to upgrade?

For Employers: Is the Question 
“When” not “If” They Cut Back or Drop Their Health Plans?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real question isn’t “if”, It is “When” the Dam will breakThe single biggest reason it hasn’t is simply fear to be first and on the bleeding edge. But large employers are eager to be fast followers!

https://www.benefitnews.com/articles/employers-shouldnt-fear-expansion-of-medicare


Minimum Wage: 
Its at the Core Of Home Health Care Quality & Quantity

Life Expectancy Gap The Labor Force Problem
• Minimum wage of $15 would impact 

76% of Nurses Aids ($12.27 
currently)

• Turnover for homecare workers is 
82%, pre-covid, and competing with 
Amazon,

• Over half of homecare workers rely 
on Public Assistance, many w/o 
health insurance.

• Direct Care workforce is expected to 
grow 1.3MM jobs and have 6.9MM 
vacancies in existing positions from 
2018 to 2028
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Minimum Wage Rate, by State 
Living Wage Rate, by State & County 

Disparate Wage Rates

What is the “entire plan, process, 
and expected outcome” in the 
Future of Home care
• Understand the disconnects in the 

caregiving workforce?

• The implication for quality of their 
care?, availability of caregivers?

• Where (urban-rural) & How (home-
institutional settings) & What might 
technology do today vs. tomorrow?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key take-a-ways here: Medicaid is the laboratory for Medicare Advantage, which is the laboratory for Medicare – and progress in home-based agingThe workforce for is the same for Private Pay – Its quality and accessibility is important to everyoneWealthy American men and women live  longer than poor ones - 15 and 10 years respectivelyTwo ways to look at that Income to Life Expectancy correlationLowest quintile keeps it cheaper for the top quintile to get careThe 10-year differential is lost human capital that raises cost for everyone.Disparate Wage rates are already working though the system. Being the last one standing at the ocean edge as the tide comes in is not a recipe for small business success.Whether the Federal Government or Amazon ($15) or Chick file ($17) sets the minimum wage – Today it is too low to expect high quality results. 

https://healthinequality.org/
https://aspe.hhs.gov/basic-report/impacts-minimum-wage-increases-nursing-homes-final-report
https://homehealthcarenews.com/2020/02/senate-bill-seeks-to-create-new-home-based-care-delivery-systems-boost-caregiver-wages/
https://homehealthcarenews.com/2019/05/home-care-industry-turnover-reaches-all-time-high-of-82/
https://phinational.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/From-Crisis-to-Emergency-2020-PHI.pdf
https://minimumwage.com/in-your-state/
https://livingwage.mit.edu/
https://phinational.org/resource/envisioning-the-future-of-home-care-trends-and-opportunities-in-workforce-policy-and-practice/


5 things 
Retirees agree
Social Security 
& 
Medicare
Need

1. Drug prices. Medicare should negotiate drug prices and tie them to costs in 
other industrialized countries. (85%)

2. Drug price increases. Cap prescription drug price increases to the rate of 
inflation. (83%)

3. Limit Health-care providers and insurers fees to less than 20% more than 
Medicare-approved fees. (82%) (Surprise billing resolved in December)

4. Social Security benefits. Congress should boost benefits by about 2% and tie 
the annual COLA to the CPI for the Elderly. (83%)

5. Social Security payroll taxes. Apply the SS payroll tax to all earnings not just up 
to $142,800 (72%)  (9% favor using other sources).
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Pharma pricing was “a thing” before Covid – now it is even more so!
Change is highly likely – and it will be complicated.
• Do you include prescription costs in planning reviews?
• Do you have a resource to turn to if there is a need?
• Do you have a resource to help seniors shop Part D each year?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Security planning and modeling has been a cottage industry for a decade. Now might be the time to move on if you haven’t#1 Little disagreement – The Drug companies talk about the cost of research, but ignore the subsidies of basic research they benefit from (Big Data being assembled now is patient information tracked, gathered, and organized by providers with support form the government. That has implications for the cost of their research and their trials.#2 The industry has shot itself in the foot on this for years#3 The surprise billing boiled over and was taken care of in December, but the non-surprise part remains Neither 4 or 5 are new and go hand in hand

https://seniorsleague.org/older-americans-agree-on-five-ways-to-strengthen-social-security-and-medicare/
https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/provider-friendly-surprise-billing-fix-more-funds-for-hospitals-in-year-en/592533/
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Heywood Sloane 
heywoods@dsg-network.com
610-457-2906 (M)

Bob Grieb  
rfgrieb@dsg-network.com
610-989-1710  x3

Thank 
You
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Duration & Timeline Survey
Selected Benchmarks
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Direction and 
Duration of the 

Pandemic

Financial and Health 
Executive Perspective

Understanding the duration is critical to business decisions. 
A reversion to an old normal in a matter of months means 
both threats and opportunities are small. ‘Riding out the 
storm’ is the best choice. 

In contrast, if it is a generational event, then the threats and 
opportunities may well be existential. 
We would posit that the Pandemic has become, as did the 
Spanish Flu, a generational event. 
Early movers moved, witness the auto insurance and the 
credit union industries – and recognized opportunities, 
gained share, and exceeded expectations

29
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There is a great deal of 
variability in participants 
expectations for the duration 
of each phase.

It will take longer than people 
think to distribute the vaccine, 
Masks will persist for years to 
come. Once the public trust is 
broken it will take a long time 
to repair.
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A great deal of variability in expectations for 
the duration of each phase.
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Roughly 50-50 Split between 1 year and 
over (up to never)

Apparent underestimate in hindsight
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Distinction between costs for old and 
young evaporates after two years. Total 
population costs are marginally above 

both subsets

There appears to be room for improvement
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